



Some stage-conventions are absurd. The aside, for example. A patron sitting in the back row of the gods forty metres away can hear it, but a character standing within centimetres of the ‘asider’ onstage cannot (supposedly) hear it.  Then there’s the anachronistic time-travelling clown, who is licensed to appear in historically incongruous locations: ancient Rome, Cleopatra’s Egypt or Britain before the era of Merlin. And, of course, there’s the convention of eavesdropping. We hear and see the eavesdropper perfectly well, but his victim, between him and the audience, supposedly does not. Other conventions come to mind: disguise always succeeds; and twins are always identical so that they confuse everybody. 
	One way of dealing with such conventions is to mute them, curtail them or somehow make them more subtle, in the endeavour to render them more compatible with reality. That was not Shakespeare’s way. 
	His way was to magnify them so as to take them towards surrealistic fantasy. Often, multiplication was the mode of magnification. We see this inclination in an early comedy, The Comedy of Errors. In the Plautine source-play, Menaechmi, there was just one set of identical twins. In Shakespeare’s version, there are two sets, so the theatrical convention that twins are always mistaken for each other (even by a wife or father) is stretched to benign absurdity; and the comedy thereby gains a quality of bizarrely vertiginous fantasy that it lacked in the Plautine version. It is as if the terrain were now magical or bewitched. Plausibility is sacrificed with gusto on the altar of surrealistic entertainment.
	Clowns, fools at court, are allowed to be irreverent to their masters or superiors. Shakespeare magnifies their licence. His fools can be irreverent not merely to their masters or superiors but to the very conventions of the plays in which they operate: anachronism is magnified. In Titus Andronicus, the clown strolls blithely into the polytheistic imperial court of ancient Rome, saying to Empress Tamora, ‘God and Saint Stephen give you godden.’ He seems to be a time-traveller who has strolled in from Elizabethan Warwickshire: his colloquially-Christian anachronism (not to mention his sheer insouciance) grossly breaches the realistic decorum of the action. Understandably infuriated, Emperor Saturninus says: ‘Take him away and hang him presently’; but the clown’s insouciant reply (still defiantly anachronistic) is: ‘Hanged, by’r Lady! Then I have brought up a neck to a fair end.’ (He puns on ‘end’, meaning ‘outcome’, ‘termination’ and ‘rope’s end’. One suspects that the time-travelling seemingly-English clown will easily evade the time-bound hangman of imperial Rome.) 
	A similar temporary wrecking of realistic conventions is effected by the Fool in Lear, when, at the end of Act 1, scene 5 (in my Wordsworth edition), he turns from the woes of ancient Britain to the women in the Jacobean theatre’s audience, and says: ‘She that’s a maid now, and laughs at my departure, / Shall not be a maid long, unless things be cut shorter.’ In other words, ‘Any virgin who laughs as I go offstage shall not remain a virgin long – unless penises are docked’. (This ‘wise fool’, who delights scholarly critics, thus purports to be a rapist.) Here Shakespeare clearly anticipates the theatre of the absurd, particularly such moments of antinomial comedy as occur when, for instance, Estragon in Waiting for Godot looks lugubriously at the audience, and says ‘Inspiring prospects’; and Vladimir, facing the auditorium, discerns ‘that bog’. Indeed, Shakespeare thereby anticipates the convention-breaking characteristics of postmodernism – as when a character or narrator directly addresses the audience or reader. In Margaret Drabble’s The Sea Lady, for instance, the narrator becomes an irritating ‘Public Orator’, discussing the narrative’s progress with the reader. Such breaching of convention, greatly exploited in Tristram Shandy, becomes a new convention.
	It was a long-established literary convention that disguise is always successful. Aeschylus’s Orestes in disguise was not recognised by his mother, Clytemnestra; and Homer’s Odysseus, disguised, had difficulty in persuading Penelope that he was her husband. If a woman disguises herself as a man, everybody is successfully deceived. Shakespeare in As You Like It takes this convention a long way towards surrealism by multiplication, and raises the possibility that the deception may not be total. When we consider the disguised Rosalind envisaged by Shakespeare, we find that a boy-actor (or possibly an adult male actor) plays a young woman who will play a young man who in turn will play a young woman. The convention, thus extended, generates bouncing ironies and seductive sexual ambiguities. Rosalind, dressed as Ganymede (a name cognate with ‘Catamite’), rebukes Phebe for her rejection of Silvius; and Phebe is then smitten, to Rosalind’s embarrassment, with love for Ganymede. Has Phebe been so completely misled by the young man’s disguise, or is the attraction really to the subliminally-recognised femininity of the ‘youth’? Again, when Ganymede asks Orlando to pretend that the ‘youth’ is Rosalind, cooing ‘Woo me, woo me’ to the fascinated man, is Orlando’s fascination that of a lover drawn by Rosalind-like aspects of Ganymede, or is it of a lover attracted by a confusingly androgynous lad? Shakespeare, who knew all too well the attractions of a young man with a woman’s face, clearly relishes the vertiginous complications. The audience in turn is entertained by the multiplying ironies and indeed the sheer virtuosity of the absurdly layered characterisation. 
	My favourite instance of a stage-convention expanded by multiplication into surrealism occurs in Love’s Labour’s Lost, Act 4, sc. 3: the scene of multiple eavesdropping. The standard convention of eavesdropping on stage is that the victim is unaware of the presence of his eavesdropper, even though both the victim and the observer may address the audience. The victim becomes conventionally deaf to the eavesdropper, though both of them can clearly be heard by the audience, and even though the victim is usually located between the eavesdropper and the audience. In that comedy’s Act 4, scene 3, Berowne enters and admits that he has fallen in love, Then, seeing the King approach, he hides somewhere aloft (‘like a demigod...in the sky’). The King, in turn, admits that he is in love, and the concealed Berowne make derisory comments to the audience, the King not hearing him. Then Longaville enters, to proclaim his love, while the concealed King eavesdrops and comments on him, and Berowne comments on both. The convention that the victim does not hear the comments of the eavesdropper now comes under strain and begins to seem absurd. Next Dumaine, also smitten with love, approaches. Longaville hides. And each – Berowne, the King, Longaville -- comments on the later arrival, the convention being that each is unaware of (being unable to see or hear) the previous eavesdropper or eavesdroppers. But, as the stage becomes crowded with concealed commentators, surrealistic comedy burgeons. Consider:
	Dumaine. O that I had my wish!
	Longavlle. And I had mine!
	King. And I mine too, good Lord!
	Berowne. Amen, so I had mine.
In conventional staging, the earliest arrival hides furthest back. So in this sequence, the audience hears perfectly well all four voices, and, as the dialogue’s syntax shows, each eavesdropper hears well the words of the subsequent arrival; so the convention that the eavesdropper is not overheard by his victim is virtually exploded by the implausibility resulting from vocal multiplication. If there were just one eavesdropper, the convention would retain plausibility. When the stage is cluttered with a recessive sequence of eavesdroppers, the conventional deafness of the victim to the eavesdropper now is exposed as so implausible that it becomes a new source of comedy. We laugh not only at the embarrassments of the hypocritical lords but also at the revealed preposterousness of the theatrical convention of audible eavesdropping which requires a selective deafness by the victim or victims.
	Robert Weimann, in Shakespeare and the Popular Tradition in the Theater, offered the illogical notion that each eavesdropper in that scene moves closer downstage than his predecessor. This would be grossly impractical staging, particularly on the Elizabethan apron stage, rendering the necessary concealment extremely difficult, if not impossible. It is the conventional practical staging, whereby the eavesdropper is to the rear and/or the side of the victim, which results in the surrealistic comedy whereby conventional selective deafness is multiplied to and beyond the point of absurdity.
	So, just as the naturalism of Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard was portended in the Gloucestershire scenes of Henry IV Part 2, we find that both the antinomianism of the theatre of the absurd and the convention-exposing games of postmodernism have been anticipated in The Comedy of Errors, King Lear, As You Like It and Love’s Labour’s Lost.
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